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ABSTRACT: Wireless sensor Networks (WSN) contains a big selection of applications like field of honor police 
investigation, traffic police work, fire detection, flood detection etc. As a result of the precise characteristics, Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSNs) area unit severely unsafe and area unit receptive malicious attacks. Among the foremost 
malicious threats to WSN is within the kind of black hole attack that concentrate on the routing protocols. This genre of 
attacks will have a serious impact on hierarchical routing protocols. A spread of security solutions are place forth to 
safeguard WSNs from black hole attacks. However, a majority of the solutions area unit cumbersome and vitality 
inefficient. During this paper, associate makeshift hierarchical vitality economical intrusion detection system is planned, 
to safeguard device Network from black hole attacks. Our planned approach is straightforward and is predicate on 
exchange of management packets between sensor node and base station. We will developing a hybrid algorithm by 
using J-48 and AODV algorithm for detecting and preventing black hole attack. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A WSN is assortment of numbers of sensing element nodes that area unit distributed in atmosphere. It's really a special 
variety of Adhoc network. The key feature of WSN includes its use things because it is self-organizing and self-
maintaining. As a result of infrastructure less atmosphere and wireless nature of WSN, they're a lot of suffering from 
many varieties of security attacks. 
There are many varieties of attacks is done by malicious nodes to break the network and build that network unreliable 
for communication and proper working. a number of such types of attacks are:  
a) Wormhole Attack: in wormhole attack, assailant records packets at one place and tunnels those to a different place in 
network. Due to this it creates False situation that main sender is neighbour of remote location. 
b) Tempering: Its tempers hardware configuration of sensor and gain physical access for creating node as somebody 
node. Tempering is done at physical layer.  
c) Jamming: This attack is expounded with trouble making or interfering radio frequencies that are employed by sensor 
nodes. By gating physical access of some nodes assailant will produce jam in network to disturb the network.  
d) Sybil Attack: In Sybil attack a malicious node illegally take multiple identities. Throughout this, a someone can 
appear in multiple places at the same time. A node presents multiple identities to completely different nodes in network 
by stealing or fabricating the identities of authenticated nodes. This attack is completed on network layer. 
e) Hello Flood Attack: Its uses hello packets as a weapon to persuade the sensors in WSN. During this attack an 
assailant have high radio transmission range and process power. They sends hello packets to number of sensor nodes 
that are in a massive space among a WSN.  
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f) Black hole Attack: In the black-hole attack, advertises of the wrong paths as good paths to the source node by a 
malicious node throughout the path finding process as in reactive routing protocols or in the route change messages as 
in proactive routing protocols.  
There square measure several attacks on security of Wireless Sensor Networks, out of all black hole could be a 
reasonably Denial of Service attack that is incredibly tough to sight and defend. In black hole attack, associate degree 
intruder blocks and re-programs a collection of sensors within the network to capture the information packets they 
receive rather than sending them towards the destination. So, any data that enters the black hole region is blocked and 
not capable to succeed in the base station inflicting low output and finish to end to end delay. Previously, less amount 
of work is completed for detection of the black hole attack within the Wireless Sensor Network creating its detection 
and interruption important as per network performance. Prevention of black hole attack will solely be attainable if it's 
detected with higher accuracy. Therefore, this work is on detection of malicious node that is behaving as a black hole in 
Wireless Sensor Networks. Initially, a Wireless Sensor Network is formed and analysed then it's compared with a 
network having Black hole; various outputs can facilitate to sight the malicious node. 

 
Figure 1: Black hole Attack 

 
Data generated by the sensors is large because of Wireless Sensor Networks square measure scalable and comprised of 
lot of sensing devices. Because the knowledge set generated by sensors has fatten out in size owing to that it's turning 
into terribly tough to investigate and retrieve any data manually however with the assistance of information Mining it's 
currently simple to work with large datasets. Thus data mining give the way to discard the noise from knowledge and 
procure data from large database and present it within the type within which it's needed for every specific duty. 
Victimization data processing we will predict the character or behaviour of any pattern. It’s terribly useful in 
applications that wish to know the searching pattern of shoppers, fraud detection and trend of market etc. 
In this paper, associate unearthing mechanism is projected within which the nodes that square measure playing 
malicious activities will simply be detected by exploitation data clustering and data classification. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Binod Kumar Mishra, Mohan C. Nikam[1] have centered on a review on black hole attack and additionally elaborates 
security against black hole attack and advised some possible security model to any improvement to undertake of among 
the wireless sensor network. 
Mohammad Wazid, Avita Katal, Roshan Singh Sachan, RH Goudar, DP Singh[2] have given mechanism for detection 
and interference of black hole attack in Wireless Sensor Network that is Cluster based. Through-out this technique an 
organiser is elected by all device nodes relying upon the choice criteria (fairness and efficiency). Organiser is 
accountable for authentication, checking of the failure of intermediate node and detection of black hole attacker if 
present among the network. 
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Satyajayant Misra, Guoliang Xue[3] have proposed associate efficient technique that uses multiple base stations 
deployed among the network to counter the impact of black holes on data transmission. The techniques planned inside 
the paper for black hole attacks either are neighbourhood interactions and message overhearing or secret sharing and 
path diversity. 
Bajwa Shahid Shehzad, Muhammad Khalid Khan[4] have focused the active region attacks on wireless networks; 
malicious nodes advertise the shortest path through the, between source and destination, that leads to modifications in 
routing table and packet loss. The projected grouped black hole Attack Security Model (GBHASM) stops grouped 
malicious nodes to advertise the shortest path through them to supply and destination therefore eliminating routing 
table modifications and packet loss. 
Taylor, Vincent F., Daniel T. Fokum[5] have focused on characteristic and mitigating the consequences of a black hole 
attack on a wireless sensor network running DSR using a system called ADIOS: Advanced Detection of Intrusions On 
sensor networks. ADIOS uses a mix of a watchdog mechanism as well as a node-resident expert system to make 
judgements on neighbour behaviour once attempting to identify an attack. ADIOS is also a unique means that of 
network defence for Wireless Sensor Networks as a results of it uses an expert system for characteristic and mitigating 
the implications of attacks. 
Saghar Kashif, David kendall, Ahmed Bouridane[6] have centered a brand new protocol, RAEED (Robust formally 
analysed protocol for wireless sensor networks deployment), that's able to handle the matter of black hole attacks. 
Using formal modelling author’s tendency to prove that RAEED avoids this type of attack. Finally, pc simulations were 
allotted to support our findings. 
Raza Muhammad, Syed Irfan Hyder[7] have given a novel design of FRIMM (A Forced Routing information 
Modification Model) prevents black hole attacks in wireless ad hoc network by introducing automatic error correction 
in routing information that leads the node to choose out correct path so secure transmission will happen between supply 
and destination. The FRIMM automatic force the node to vary its routing table so black hole attack may be encountered. 
Singh Harsh Pratap, and Rashmi Singh[8] have studied on the black hole is one in all the attack from several attack 
inside the MANETs that publicize itself having the shortest or "freshest" route to transmit the packet to the destination 
and replies the route request incorrectly to drop all the packets. Throughout this paper, broadcast synchronization (BS) 
and relative distance (RD) methodology of clock synchronization is used to prevent the black hole nodes and the 
analysis of the following parameter used, like output end to end delay, and packet delivery quantitative relation is 
completed in NS 2.34 network simulator. 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

The detection mechanism consists of two phases. In initial section wireless sensor network is made on a network 
simulator known as NS2 and its analyses is completed with the assistance of awk file, then data log of the network is 
extracted from its trace file and it's processed to make a dataset. In second section that extracted dataset is employed to 
perform data mining processes to additional analyse the pattern and behaviour of the nodes working within the situation. 
Processes are 1) clustering by K-Means algorithm and 2) AODV algorithm. 
The K-Means clustering algorithm is one in every of the simplest clustering algorithms. During this algorithm clusters 
of data items are created supported their distance cluster heads or means that. Variety of clusters to be created is 
provided initially, then center of the clusters are initialized such the data items are reciprocally the farthest apart. It 
checks the minimum distance of every data item and assigns it to centers. Finally, center position or mean is 
recalculated whenever a new item is added to the cluster. This step repeats till the final clusters are formed.  
The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol is one among the most standard reactive routing protocols. 
It is pure on demand routing protocol. This protocol enables dynamic, self-starting, multi hop routing among the nodes 
in the unintended networks. AODV permits nodes to reply to link breakages and changes in constellation in an 
exceedingly timely manner. The simplest issue concerning the AODV is that AODV provides the loop-free route and 
additionally by exploitation the link state routing technique it removes the "counting to infinity" drawback and provides 
fast convergence once the unintended constellation changes.  
AODV uses destination sequence variety for maintaining every route entry. This destination sequence variety is formed 
by the destination. A requesting node perpetually selects the route that has the best sequence variety. AODV has 3 
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message varieties. That are Route Requests (RREQs), Route Replies (RREPs), and Route Errors (RERRs). Once a 
sender needs to speak with a node, it creates a RREQ packet and broadcast it to search out a route to the destination. 
J-48 classification algorithmic program classifies the information things by creating decision trees. A classification 
tree is used to find out a classification perform that concludes the worth of a dependent attribute (variable) given the 
values of the independent (input) attributes (variables). J-48 creates decision tress that use just one attribute at internal 
nodes. 

IV. CONCLUSION  
 

Different authors have recommended an intrusion detection mechanism to detect the black hole attack which is 
inefficient. We proposed an intrusion detection system which is vitality efficient, to secure network nodes from black 
hole attacks. Our approach is simple and is based on the exchange of control packets between sensor nodes and base 
station. Therefore, base Station takes the part of monitor node to detect any black hole attack. Our proposal mitigates 
significantly the effect of the black hole attack and improve performance in the terms of security and vitality 
consumption. 
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